
Reading in CP

How can you help your child to learn to read?



Reading in CP
● Why are we having this meeting?
● Reading in school
● Reading at home
● Reading diaries
● Sound Pouches
● Time for questions



Why are we having this meeting?
● Developing fluency in reading is CP 

priority
● Reading and writing are complementary
● Only 6 hours of English in school
● Positive experience
● Reading homework activities



Reading in School
● Regular discrete phonics sessions
● Guided Reading in groups
● Shared texts
● Class stories



Reading Expectations
By the end of CP we expect/hope:

● read an unfamiliar text with independence 
and understanding

● comment on events, plot, setting, 
characters and presentation of information

● engage in discussions regarding a range of 
texts



Reading at home
● Good role models
● Provide varied texts - eg: magazines, 

instructions, recipes
● Daily reading time
● Creating right atmosphere
● Encouragement/discussion



Reading Diaries
● Opportunity for independent reading
● Provide guidance
● Written response - expressing opinions
● Sense of pride



Sound Wallets
● To be practiced daily, 5-10 minutes
● Sound cards - warm up
● Blending for reading
● Segmenting for writing
● ‘tricky’ words - reading and spelling



How to use the Sound Wallet

1. Hold a card for your child to say the sound (a as in cat) - not the letter names used in the alphabet. You could 
also lay all the sound cards out and say a sound and your child has to find the correct card.

2. Blending for reading: the adult should use the sound cards to make a word from the word list provided. Looking 
at the whole word, listen to your child say the sounds then blend them to read the words fluently. Ask your child 
to use each word in a sentence.

3. Segmenting for writing: as you say each word given on the list, your child needs to segment/chop the words into 
sounds then find and order the cards to form the word.

4. Cover the list of words. As you say each word, your child should write them down using their sound knowledge. 

Tricky Words

‘Tricky’ words are words that cannot be sounded out. To learn to read and write these words children must using their 
sight memory of the whole word.

1. Hold a word card for your child to say the whole word, they can repeat after you if necessary. They should be 
aiming to be able to automatically recognise these words by sight.

2. Write the word and highlight the ‘tricky’ part, eg: was
3. Use look, cover, write, check to practice spelling


